Shut Down

“Charlotte Vincent’s witty study of what it
means to be a 21st-century guy”
4**** The Guardian

Under the artistic leadership of choreographer/director Charlotte Vincent,
Vincent Dance Theatre has acquired a reputation for inventive,
contemporary takes on gender and identity. Its exceptionally powerful 2016
production Virgin Territory, performed live in Paris and London 2016 and
currently touring theatres and galleries as a full-length film installation,
examined the growing impact of our over-sexualised culture on young
women and girls, earning the company two Nominations in the upcoming
2017 National Dance Awards for Best Independent Company and
Outstanding Female Performance (Modern) for VDT’s Antonia Grove.

“Charlotte Vincent’s new work transmits powerful
messages and poses challenging questions”
DanceTabs

In some ways, VDT’s Shut Down - the company’s first live work to tour the
UK for four years - is a companion piece to Virgin Territory (2016), exploring
the post-feminist era from a male perspective. Working with an all-male cast
(four mature professionals and three teenage newcomers), Vincent has
delved into modern-day masculinity to explore the pressures, contradictions

and confusions of being a man. The result is a tightly-knit, witty and at times
challenging work in which visceral physicality, words and slogans, theatrical
image, hip-hop, rap and spoken word come together in a hard-hitting
examination of gender roles and behaviour.
The setting of Shut Down is stark: a white set with gymnasium benches on
both sides, and a huge paper backdrop upon which the performers charcoal
words images labels and sometimes perform. The soundtrack by Jules
Maxwell, composed with young people from Brighton’s groundbreaking
organisation Audio Active (http://audioactive.org.uk/), is refreshingly urban
and engaging. Though superficially stereotypical: cocksure hard-man,
sensitive new-man, father-figure, cross-dresser; under Vincent’s forensic
gaze, each character’s persona is veneer-thin, revealing all the complexity,
uncertainty and vulnerability of being a man.

“The work is unflinching, but Vincent’s eye for absurdity, and
for the telling human detail, ensures that it never becomes
issue-bound” The Guardian

BOOKING DETAILS
Available for touring

Spring 2019

No. of performers:

7 Performers

Total no. on the road:

10 –11

Min. stage area:

Ideally 8m width x 11m depth

Get-in:

Day Before if possible

Outline Technical requirements:

See separate tech. spec.

Technical staff required:

Two theatre technicians.

Running time:

90 minutes

Wraparound (prices available):

Virgin Territory – multi screen film Installation is available
as a complementary event programmed over duration or in
lead up to Shut Down live performance (can be presented in
foyer, studio theatre, gallery).
Shut Down Thematic Creative Workshops available
Performance / Choreographic Masterclasses
Post show discussion / Q&A /debate events

Fee:

£2000 + VAT (plus travel and accommodation to be
negotiated)

Contact:

Sarah Trist @ Sarah Trist Dance Management Agency
07757 654790 sarah@stdma.com
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